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Procurement
As Turkey is one of the significant pitstops and/
or hubs for all international and local trade, 
procurement in Turkey is vital for businesses. 
Establishing a local and global presence would 
not be possible without appropriate level 
procurement services. Business clients would 
suffer major losses as a result.
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To avoid such errors and fallbacks, Acromtech can offer 
procurement in Turkey services for anyone interested. 
Solid background in the purchase of raw materials, 
operating management and procurement deals allow 
us to mediate, locate and connect your business to the 
local workforce, suppliers, legal representatives and 
more. The term procurement itself engulfs a very wide 
spectre of services and operations. From accounting, 
to supply chain management, all parts of the business 
mechanism have to run perfectly. This is why only a 
versatile, experienced and well-connected partner can 
ensure progress along with visible results. Acromtech 
has the tools, the means and can deliver the full package 
of procurement in Turkey for businesses looking to step 
up their game or establish new ventures in the country/
region. The vital and most essential point of procuring 
is to speed things up and get a foothold as quickly as 
possible. This requires a lot of concentrated resources. 
Whatever it may be – arranging materials, getting legal 
issues solved or signing a new contract – acromtech is 
ready to procure and guide you to more success. We are 
a multilingual company thus guaranteeing your success 
by not only choosing procurement in Turkey services or 
anywhere else in the world.

Turkey procurement services
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Turkey procurement 
solutions

Why choose us? Because we base our moves, solutions and suggestions based on 
statistical analysis and time-tested results. Acromtech also consults, works towards 
big goals and makes things happen instead of just scheming and talking about them. 
acromtech is not restricted to supplying and procuring solutions to a niche sphere. 
We work globally and have the necessary skill set to raise your profitability num-
bers, reduce costs, find practical solutions. Procurement in Turkey by acromtech. To 
professionals, from professionals.  

Effort and passion are not enough in business. Only a sharp and experienced mind 
can bring the best results, and that is exactly what we can provide. Since the market 
in Turkey is getting more and more competitive, you have to have everything nailed 
down right down to every creak and crevice. Mediocre and uninspired solutions 
just are not going to cut it. For you to succeed, procurement in Turkey is the best 
choice.  
 
Acromtech will monitor every single purchase, transaction, decision, action and 
move to find out weaknesses, possibilities and opportunities. Even if you could 
locate and find those, without the proper connections, you would not be able to 
achieve adequate results. Acromtech does not have ‘Failure’ on our vocabulary, and 
only the best is in sight if we work together!
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Our most trade deals done are 
with following products

DC VIBRATION MOTORS

ROTARY BALL PNEUMATIC 
VIBRATION MOTORS

INDUSTRIAL VIBRATION 
MOTORS

INDUSTRIAL MONO-PHASE 
VIBRATION MOTORS

HIGH FREQUENCY MOLD 
EXTERNAL VIBRATORS

MILL INDUSTRY VIBRATION 
MOTORS

INDUSTRIAL MONO-PHASE 
VIBRATION MOTORS
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HPMC PIPE MACHINE

FERTILIZERS MANUFACTURING 
MACHINE

ALUMINIUM PROFILE 
CUTTING MACHINE
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SEMI AUTOMATIC MODULAR 
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

PVC PLASTIC PIPE MAKING 
MACHINE

PAPER BUNDLE PACKING 
MACHINES
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Procurement 
Products
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AUTOMATIC LIQUID FILLING MACHINES

CNC STONE CURVING MACHINES

MARBLE CUTTERS

3D PRINTING MACHINES

PLATE STRAIGHTENING MACHINES

PE FILM MAKING MACHINES
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Procurement 
Products
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MARBLE POLISHING 
MACHINES

WOOD CARVING 
MACHINE

PVC WINDOW AND 
ALUMINIUM DOOR 
MACHINES
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Aluminum composite 
sheets

Steel pipe plies

Steel sheet piles

Galvanized steel rolls

Welded light gauge 
steel

Polycarbonate
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All types of wood 
produced in turkey

Water pumps

All types of glass 
manufactured in turkey

All types of cables and 
wires

Power generators

Polypropylene
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Cement

Tools and hardware

Drywall

Natural & Artifical 
Stones

All types of paint

Marble & Porcelain
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Wooden flooring

Plumbing supplies

All types of adhesives

Furniture and 
decorations

Sculptures

Wallpaper
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All types of carpets

Concrete batching 
plants

Doors

Asphalt plants

Fire suppression 
systems

Food processing 
machines
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Seeds processing 
machines

Brick machines
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Acromtech
Harbiye, Hürriyet Cd. 1/9, 06460 Çankaya/Ankara, Turkey 
 
+90 312 260 0551 
info@acromtech.com 
acromtech.com
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